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recently circulated on the Internet a word: iron Wang Sicong, water net red, it seems very easy! "National husband Wang Sicong
wayward rich, in addition to him for the entertainment of large and small things fuck broken heart, uninhibited love red often become
we Gossip Gossip. Wang Sicong not only their own preference nets red, also with partial friends Lin Gengxin, it seems that each with
Wang Sicong have had the intersection of the girl can become a topic of the queen, is a blessing is a curse? Only you know! < p >
believe into the "national husband discernment, taste also not bad. Today we are going to look at the national husband" had the
intersection of the three major networks Hongdu love to wear sports shoes? a, bean Roshe Run NIKE One zebra stripes< p >
recently, Wang Sicong back to Sichuan grave, side for a sister, the result has the online hot, really is several glad several sorrow ah ~
~ but I have to say that peas sister paper was still very beautiful. And the feet on this pair of Nike Roshe run one is hot shoe, equipped
with full mesh uppers and EVA foam outer bottom, lightweight breathable, feet create comfortable to wear. At the same time,
Solarsoft insoles to ensure a comfortable, equipped with full palm Phylon soles, lightweight cushioning, with classic waffle particularly
given superior grip bottom. This Roshe Run One upper with zebra design than the solid general design of a more modern feel. Nike
Roshe one sports shoes design simple and rustic, inspiration draw on the philosophy of Zen and enlightenment, with simple design,
through the details of the shoes into life. The shoe body almost every part of the transmission of Zen peaceful means, whether on foot,
or a daily exercise, or other leisure activities, can be used as the ideal choice. Adidas two yeezy boost 350, Sydney< p > Sydney
seems to be Wang Sicong side appearance rate highest sister. Petite she wears yeezy boost 350, revealing a cool feeling, tie-in
recently hot head priest, it is no wonder that shop business is so good? < p > as Adidas's ceiling gold shoes of. 350 boost yeezy
follows the with the previous hot yeezy 750 boost similar design style, the upper is made of woven material gray black Primeknit
techniques blessing, equipped with classical boost outsole and midfoot with black leather semi circle design details, followed by
paired with pulling ring made of canvas. Because of the low permeability and help simple design concept, the shoe is summer street
shoes. >
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